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Abstract

Background. A previous study on performance benefits of joint reduction for ani-
mations was made by the authors of this thesis. The results of the study showed that
a reduction in joint count is highly beneficial for performance. What that study left
out was the perception of Level of Detail (LoD) of animations, and what the Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) of a percentage decrease on the joint count would be.
Thus motivating a study on peoples’ perception of animation quality.
Objectives. The aim is to study the perception of LoD of animations in a game-like
environment whilst doing a simple search-and-click task. Aiming to find the JND
between animations with a different number of joints while the players are set with a
task that does not involve interacting with the characters performing the animation.
Methods. A psychophysical experiment was performed using a game implementa-
tion in Unity. Unity was chosen because it has easy access to develop scripts and a
game environment. Furthermore, it has a marketplace where already made content
can be downloaded and reused, which made the user study much easier to create.
Results. A total of 85.71% did not see any difference between the different qualities
used for the animations. The 14.29% that saw a difference in the animations all saw
the difference between the lowest and the one next to the lowest quality animation.
Conclusions. Three out of 21 participants were able to see a difference in the low-
est animation quality, whilst no one saw any difference in the other qualities. Thus,
people were not able to see a density reduction of up to 62.26% fewer joints for the
chosen animation. Due to the low number of positive detections in the quality change
of the animations, the JND could not be reliably computed.

Keywords: Animation, Just Noticeable Difference, Level of Detail, User Study,
Joint Reduction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the game industry, the ever-increasing need for high-quality animations makes
artists strive to create the best content they can make [18]. This can lead to a hit
on performance if many animations are used in a scenario with lots of computations.
E.g. a city, crowd, or village where hundreds if not more pedestrians are present.
Therefore, a need for real-time optimization techniques are required [5].

Just Noticeable Difference (JND) is the amount a stimulus has to change for the
change to be noticeable. To measure the JND for stimuli, psychophysical methods
can be used [1]. In the purpose of this study, by increasing or decreasing the number
of joints in an animation, a person will eventually notice a change. Furthermore,
video games mostly introduce selective attention in the form of giving the player a
task. This introduces opportunities to further reduce quality if the given task has a
high load on the ’frontal’ cognitive control processes [16], thus potentially increasing
the JND.

Most studies that conduct experiments on JND are for simple scenarios for the
sole reason to give a general understanding of the perception of stimuli. E.g. how
video games affect the human’s visual selective attention [9], or how video game
players have higher performance than non-video game players on visuospatial and
attentional tasks [13]. These miss out on smaller details like the JND for a joint re-
duction in animations. Thus, it is difficult to assess how those results would translate
to realistic situations with a task set in game-like environments.

This paper focuses on the JND of the joint count in a character animation of
humanoids performing a walk cycle whilst the participant is performing a search-and-
click task. To perceive this, different qualities of an animation have been implemented
together with a randomized task-based scenario with a survey in between.

1.1 Motivation

Optimization of games is something that always is considered by game developers.
Constructing an optimized game is something that is not very easy. However, if
a game is created with good optimization, that game is most likely reviewed with
positive feedback. Some games can have a tendency to focus on visuals over per-
formance. This contravenes the principle of having a game running at higher frame
rates, which is perceived to be more important than having a game run at a lower
framerate with better visual aspects [4]. Thus possibly making game optimization a
more important factor than visuals.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

However, since technology is continuously improving, games with high frame rates
with good visuals are easier to achieve. But there are still some areas that have yet
to be discovered that could use more optimization.

Animation optimizations have been explored with a focus on keyframe extraction
[10] and joint reduction [11], and they both show essential results for improvement
in optimization. But none of these optimizations have to our knowledge been exper-
imented on people, and if those optimizations affect the visual aspects of a game-like
environment. Thus motivating a study on animation optimization presented in this
paper to be more relevant for optimizations in game development.

1.2 Research Questions
Considering the reduction of the LoD by lowering the joint count of a walk cycle
animation for humanoid characters, in the context of a search-and-click task where
these characters are not part of the task;

• can players perceive this reduction in the quality of the animation?

• what is the JND at which changes, in the joint count of an animation, are
perceived?



Chapter 2

Related Work

There have been previous studies on optimizations for animations, mostly in the form
of crowd rendering [5, 6, 2]. These propose solutions to optimize the performance
by finding techniques for the computations outside of the animation itself. E.g. by
point sampling the vertices of the characters that are far away and in a high density
of people [2], or by managing character data on the GPU and integration with LoD
and visibility culling techniques [6]. Thus, conducting a study for the performance
of the computations inside the animations an important subject to research.

Pettré et al. [21] used a dynamic LoD system that let them replace the animated
models with billboards or static meshes if they were very far away, and three dynamic
meshes for those that were significantly closer. This made it possible to visually
represent a character’s full quality if it was close enough and almost take away all
the expensive computational cost if it was far away. However, the three LoD versions
for their dynamic meshes are for the models’ total poly count for the model and not
joint count in the animation. Thus, making it interesting to research different LoD
versions for joint counts in animations.

Rodriguez et al. [22] proposed what they called at their time a new approach
on LoD for animations. They used a bounding volume hierarchy in culling and
LoD for scenegraph processing. With their hierarchy, they proposed and showed
results in a scenographic view with five levels of polygon count qualities for their
animations. However, they did not have support for LoD optimization for skinning,
which is necessary for skeletal animation. What these studies do not investigate is
the processing time required to compute each animation. Process time is the time
it takes to fully calculate an action. For instance the time it takes for the CPU to
calculate a final pose of all the skeletal hierarchies for the game characters. Thus,
making it interesting to investigate the processing time for animations, which has
been done to some extent by the authors of this thesis [11].

Rodriguez et al. [22] also proposed a solution to prevent computational man-
agement of joints depending on the distance to the camera. They state that some
skeleton joints that are far away from the camera are almost negligible, and man-
aging them is a waste of calculation resources. The proposed solution is to allow
reduction of topological complexity of a skeleton depending on the distance to the
camera. Each joint is provided a distance beyond which it ceases to be processed and
its matrix will not be calculated. An example of this is the hands of an animated
humanoid character, which involves the use of 16 joints (one joint for the wrist and
three for each finger). For example, with a barely visible character that is 500 me-
ters away from the camera, computations of all joints in the hand are unnecessary
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4 Chapter 2. Related Work

and can therefore be removed. By replacing all the joints in the hand to a single
geometry, only one joint has to be managed. Different LoD levels of this solution are
implemented depending on the actor’s distance and reducing the joint count of the
levels until the entire animated character is controlled by one joint. Thus, making a
study on how the perception of different joint count animations are preserved at a
close distance with a set task in mind an interesting area to further investigate.

Tecchia et al. [24] proposed a method for image-based rendering of crowd simu-
lation in real-time, where their method creates pre-generated impostors by rendering
each individual character from several angles for every animation cycle. This means
that the animations will be visualized correctly depending on the perspective of the
camera. They also provided a shadowing method to enhance the realism of these
pre-generated impostors by projecting an image plane onto the ground to visualize
the shadow on the character (see Figure 2.1). This method had an aim for realism
while focusing on optimization. However, this proposed method is solely using bill-
boards for the characters, which makes it interesting to investigate 3D-models since
3D is generally more realistic than 2D.

Figure 2.1: A shadow gets projected by a characters silhouette from a single light
source.

Hajizadeh and Ebrahimnezhad [10] provided a proposed key-frame-based opti-
mization technique for dynamic three-dimensional mesh compression. Their tech-
nique makes it possible to predict the minimum number of keyframes for blending
weights in an animation, thus decreasing the processing time for an animation to
finish. Furthermore, a study by the authors of this proposal [11] provided metrics for
process time in milliseconds for the animations for different 3D-meshes’ joint count
by rendering in Unity. However, this study was purposely made to identify the need
for an optimization technique for joints and to open up opportunities for further
studies like this study.



Chapter 3

Method

This thesis uses several methods to try and answer the research questions. A psy-
chophysics user study, with a search-and-click task, was set up within a game envi-
ronment. The game scene consists of streets and alleys in a village with animated
characters walking around. The game implementation contained a search-and-click
task where a script was created to activate the emission of the material of light posts
when being clicked upon, as well as keeps track of how many lights the players have
successfully turned on. A text in the lower part of the screen displays the score and
the player’s main task will be to achieve the highest score possible. For the user
study, a total of 21 students participated in the experiment of which six identified as
women and 15 as men. Out of these participants, 57% were 21–24 years old while
the rest ranged from 15–20 and 25–30 years old. The participation was optional, and
the participant could stop the study at any time without justification.

3.1 Animation Implementation

3.1.1 Preparation

Unity-chan from the Unity Asset Store [27] was used for the animation implementa-
tion (see figure 3.1). The Unity-chan model pack includes all the necessary resources
needed to conduct this user study. It also contains visual aspects that fit admirably
with the game scene. Thus making it a perfect choice for this user study.

Autodesk Maya 2019 (Student Edition) was used to edit the skeleton for the
animation. Maya has the ability to non-destructively re-skin a 3D-mesh dynamically.
Maya can also distinctively recognize different imported files and merge objects with
identical namespaces. E.g. if a 3D-mesh has a skeleton where each individual joint
has a unique name. If another file with a skeleton with identical joint names gets
imported, the imported skeleton will replace the already existing skeleton. Thus
making it possible to have a 3D-mesh with different animated skeletons directly in
Maya.

The mesh itself had 140 independent joints, whereas only 106 had influences on
vertices. Therefore, those 34 joints without any influences on vertices were deleted
before further edits. More about influences on vertices will be described in a later
section. The independent variable, the joint count, was decided to be equally divided
into five different versions. The different animations span from a version with the
maximum number of 106 joints (original animation) to versions where the joint count
was reduced to an animation with 18 joints for the same animation (lowest anima-
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6 Chapter3. Method

Figure3.1: ThisisarepresentationoftheofficialUnity-chan modelinoneofthe
demoscenesthatcomeswiththepackagefromUnityAssetStore.

tion).Thesearerepresentedbytheirqualityas[Q0,Q1,...,Q4],Q0beingtheoriginal
andQ4 beingthelowestanimation(seefigure3.2). Fiveversionsoftheanimation
werecreatedtogiveeachversionaclearsectionofreducedquality. E.g. Q3 having
mostofthejointsforthehairremovedandQ4 thearmsandlegs[7]. WiththeJND
results,thiscouldgiveabetterunderstandingtowhichsectionoftheanimationthe
playernoticesthemostlossinquality.

ApercentualreductionofjointswaschosenforthepurposeoffindingtheJND.
Sincethisapproachwithareductionofthenumberofjointshasnottoourknowl-
edgebeendocumentedbefore,anestimatedpercentualvariable,K,wascalculated
byequallydividingthedifferenceofjointsbetweenQ0 andQ4.Thenumberofsteps
betweenQ0 andQ4,n,equaltothenumberofqualitiesthathavetobecreated.For
thisstudy,n=4.

(Q0 Q4)

n
/Q0=K

Theresultgaveapercentualvalueof20.7%,thusadifferentialvalueof22joints
betweeneachanimationquality. Thisledtoajointcountof106,84,62,40,and18
forthedifferentqualities.

Thereductioninqualityaroundtheskeletonwasdeterminedbythedensityof
thejoints.Themostdefiningmovementsinawalkanimationarethelegsandarms.
Theseareasarelessdenseandaffect moreverticesofthecharacter. Therefore,to
preserveasmuchofthewalkanimationaspossible,thejointsofhigh-densityareas,
wherethereisbarelyanymovement,wereremovedmanuallybyhand.Jointsinthe
hands,clothing,andhaircouldallbereducedfromqualityQ1 –Q3 beforeremoving
jointsfromthearmsandlegsforquality Q4. Thepurposeof Q4 wastocreatean
extremecasescenariowheretheanimationalmosthadlostitsinitialpurpose,inthis
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Figure 3.2: A comparison between the highest quality skeleton with 106 joints (Q0)
to the left vs. the lowest quality skeleton with 18 joints (Q4) to the right. To clarify,
Q4’s arms and legs are completely influenced by the shoulder and hip joints.

case, a realistic walking cycle.

3.1.2 Re-skinning

If a model is being animated with a skeleton, it means that the joints in that skeleton
have influences on various vertices. This means that whenever one specific joint is
being moved or rotated, those vertices that are influenced by that joint will also
move accordingly to the movement of the joint. One vertex can be influenced by
several joints. For example, if a vertex has 50% influence from joint A and joint B,
and Joint A has moved four units to the right while joint B is moved two units to
the left. That would result with the vertex being moved two units to the right by
joint A, and one unit to the left by joint B. Resulting in one unit to the right. For
this experiment, the joints that were re-skinned were set to have 100% influence of
the removed joints’ corresponding vertices. This was done to preserve as much of the
animation as possible. Because otherwise, there would be a possibility that another
joint could influence those corresponding vertices. E.g. the head joint could influence
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the hand joints, which would destroy the sense of realism for the animation.
Skin weight painting is an operation in Maya to give vertices influences from

joints [19]. There is a special procedure to reduce the number of joints in an already
skinned 3D-mesh. If an already skinned joint gets removed, the skinned values on
that joint will transfer over to the closest located joint in world space, not hierarchy.
E.g. if a rigged character has its hand down and its fingers get removed, that would
most likely transfer the skinned values from the fingers to the hips, instead of moving
them up to the parent of the joint. To avoid this, the skinned values have to manually
transfer over to a favored joint. It is safe to remove the joints when their skinned
values are zero, i.e. there is no influence from that joint to any vertices. Furthermore,
a joint could not to our knowledge be removed in the middle of a hierarchy on an
already animated skeleton. By doing so, the children of the deleted joint would
snap to the removed joint’s location. The reason for this is due to the skeleton’s
mathematical algorithm that goes through each joint in the hierarchy to calculate
each joint’s location. Thus, removing a joint mid-hierarchy was not possible. The
animation plays like normal without any artifacts if this procedure is done correctly.

3.1.3 Import to Unity

While importing the 3D-model to Unity, the only thing that changes from the mod-
ifications done in Maya is the avatar of the model. An avatar is the skeleton of a
3D-model. Without the avatar, the model cannot be animated. The model, ma-
terials, and animations should work identically to the original with some perceived
differences in visuals [7].
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3.2 Game Implementation

3.2.1 Setup of Game Scene

A demo scene from Village Environment Pack created by Sergii Tenditnyi [26] was
chosen as a base for creating the application for the user study. This scene included
assets, textures, and lights for a complete stylized village environment (see figure
3.3). The only change needed for the scene to work was to fix an invalid function
call in a post-processing script that also was included in the pack. The solution was
to move the function declaration into the affected script file.

Figure 3.3: This is an image of the village environment scene included in Sergii
Tenditnyi’s asset pack.

Cameras were implemented using Unity’s own Cinemachine plug-in [25] for a
multi-point targeting dolly track. This tool makes it possible for the camera to
follow a curved path created with multiple assigned coordinates (see figure 3.4).
The main camera was animated to interpolate between three different dolly cameras
which are following the same path but with independent rotations. One camera was
rotating with the dolly track and two were assigned different look at targets to make
the camera look towards a street and an alleyway. The camera’s speed was chosen to
complete its course within 30 seconds. The time was first conducted to be only ten
seconds to complete, however, this was further increased due to the risk of the game
being too difficult, and potentially having participants experiencing motion sickness
[3].

To make the animated characters move around the scene, the plug-in ’Bézier Path
Creator’ by Sebastian Lague [15] was used to create ten different path curves for the
animations. The animated characters could later easily be assigned to the curves
(see figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: This image shows the camera dolly track.

Figure 3.5: The green line with red spheres at the end shows the animation path
curve. It is along this the animation travels.
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For an easier pipeline, prefabs were created with the character model, assigned
textures and different qualities of the animation. Unity’s prefab system allows to
create, configure, and store a gameobject with all of its components and children as
a reusable asset. With all the essential implementations in place, five versions of the
scene were duplicated for each animation quality. Using the different prefabs, the
assets could easily be implemented and assigned to the prebuilt path curves for each
scene.

Lights are scattered around the whole scene, with 27 of them visible during game-
play (see figure 3.6). Localization of light posts had to be planned carefully since
the difficulty of a task can affect the power of selective attention [9]. They had to
be placed in a way so it would neither be too easy or too difficult to perform the
task. The task had to always be at focus, otherwise, there would be chances that the
participants would break the selective attention and therefore give analytic errors.
Additionally, the location of the search-and-click objects, the light posts, had to be
randomly placed throughout the scenes to decrease the observer’s cognitive learning
curve. The 27 visible lights were carefully counted and identified by going through
each scene from the perspective of the camera..

During runtime, the scene slows down towards the end to clearly indicate for the
participant that the test scene is ending. At that point, animations and light posts
are strategically placed to maintain a composed experience for the purpose of trying
to avoid headaches through visual stress [12]. Additionally, the animations stop
looping at this point to erase the risk of walking by when the camera has stopped
moving.

It is utmost important for the observer to always be able to see the character
animations to some degree, the test would otherwise be impotent. That is why there
is a minimum of two animations present at all times during the game scenes, except
for a short duration when the camera panels to the left to avoid colliding with a
building. The locations of the animations are scattered thoughtfully alongside the
dolly camera’s path to make sure they do not get occluded [8].

Memory can be tricky to consider due to the vast variety in individual recall
performance [17]. Furthermore, the memory behaves differently when psychophysics
are involved. In this experiment, the observer is witnessing visual differences for a
given task, therefore maintaining a neural activity for the visual memory [17]. The
experiment also plays substantially different scenes, which can make it possible that
the observer’s stored memory of the initial task can be forgotten. Therefore, the
experiment had to consequently display the original scene with the Q0 animations
after two scenes with game mechanics to remind the participant of what they need
to compare qualities against.

With all the scenes completed, a script was created to display a question at the
end of each scene to ask if the player noticed any type of difference in the scene they
just played. Depending on this answer, the next scene will change to either one with
a higher or lower animation quality.
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Figure 3.6: This is an overview of lights in the scene. 27 of these lights are visible to
the player during gameplay and it is also the highest score possible. Some lights in
the demo scene were not visible during gameplay and did not affect the experiment
in any way.

3.2.2 Game Loop

There are many ways to make a psychophysical experiment since there are many
ways to measure different metrics. This study uses the up/down method explained
in Kingdom and Prins’ book Psychophysics: A Practical Introduction [14] with the
1 up/2 down rule for times when the highest and lowest quality has been answered
incorrectly twice. To clarify, if a participant plays the original scene with game
mechanics and says a difference was seen, which is incorrect since there is no differ-
ence, then that scene will be played again. If the participant answer yes to seeing a
difference again, the test will end. Vice versa for the lowest quality one.

In a structural order, the experiment was being conducted in the following order:

1. We got the participant’s consent to participate in the study and gave them
instructions on how to play the game.

2. To get familiarized with the game mechanics, an introduction scene was first
presented where the participant had to click five static light posts.

3. The participant was shown the Q0 scene without being able to click or interact,
to help them get familiar with the highest quality scene.

4. One random scene version with the game mechanics was presented. Yes-or-no
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questions regarding if the participant noticed any difference in the rendering
scene they just played (Q1, Q2, Q3 or Q4) was presented when the camera
stopped moving.

5. A new scene was presented after the questions have been answered. If yes, the
quality increased for the next scene, and if no, the quality decreased for the
next scene.

6. Q0 was repeated again to remind the player of the highest quality version of
the scene.

7. Steps 4 through 6 were repeated until two adjacent versions have been repeated
thrice, or if an incorrect answer has been given twice.

8. After the test was done, the participant got a questionnaire regarding what
they thought the difference was between the scenes, excluding the change of
location for the light posts. To clarify, they only had to write something down
if they actually saw a difference.

3.3 Statistical Analysis
All results from the user study were documented and summarized in Microsoft Excel.
A graph with the average score of the participants’ performance was created with
the values in Excel (figure 4.3). The statistical values were then imported into a
website where a tool calculated the significance of validity [23]. The test used is
called Welch’s t-test with two-tailed T distribution. The website also provided two
graphs which presents clear results (figure 4.1 and 4.2).





Chapter 4
Results

Among the participants, seven indicated that they saw a difference between the origi-
nal and some lower quality scene. Those seven also provided with additional answers
on what they thought they saw. Out of the seven answers, four were considered false
positive answers. The false answers contained things like; random objects moving
around, different resolutions, change in hair color on the animated model, symbols
on signs and different textures. Additionally, there was one of those that did not
even notice any pedestrians in one scene. To confirm, besides the animation quality
changes described no other changes occurred during the game. The rest 14 out of 21
(66.67%) did not notice any difference whatsoever. The three out of the 21 (14.29%)
who saw a difference in the animations all saw a difference between Q3 and Q4, which
is, in a bigger context, between the animations with and without the knee and elbow
joints. This means that there was no one who saw any difference in the animation
between Q3 and Q0. Some of those participants who did not see any difference were
told afterward what the actual change was, and the majority of those asked were
surprised that they did not notice it.

To determine whether performance during the game was a factor affecting the
perception of the quality of the animations, Welch’s t-test was conducted. The null
hypothesis (H0) for this test is that the task performance is not a factor between those
who detected the animation quality reduction and those who did not. Or in other
words, the difference in performance between these two groups is not significant.
Welch’s test does not assume equal variances between the groups, although it gives
the same result as a student t-test if they were equal.

The result shows that H0 cannot be rejected, which means that there is no signif-
icant difference in the average performance between those who noticed the difference
and those who did not (see Figure 4.1). The p-value of the test equals to 0.1180
which means that there is an 11.80% chance that there would be an error of type
I, when trying to reject H0. In the statistical calculation, there were two potential
outliners (very poor performance) that affected the results. If those two are not
considered, the p-value equals to 0.4231 (42.31%). This means that H0 is supported
more if those two are not considered in the final results.

15
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Figure 4.1: A two-tailed T distribution where test statistics, t, equals to 1.62, which
is in the 95% critical value of acceptance range.
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Analysis and Discussion

A calm and generally slow game sequence was chosen for this experiment since this,
as previously mentioned, has not to our knowledge been studied before. Choosing
an extreme case scenario would hypothetically make it harder to find any JND.
However, since there now are results from this study, further steps could be taken.
Hypothetically, if this experiment was done with a racing game where, as an example,
pedestrians walked over a crosswalk or by the side of the road, we think that the
animations used in this experiment would be near to invisible to the human eye.
This study gave a result of 85.71% who did not see the lowest quality animation,
even though there were always at least two animations present in the scene. Because
of that, we think that making another experiment would be less viable to try out if
the same animation principles were planned to be implemented in a more fast-paced
game.

In this user study, a simple but detailed walking animation was used. With a
less complex movement in the animation, the users may notice less of a difference
between the different qualities. In this case, some users did not even notice the loss
in quality at all. We think this case may have been different if a more complex
animation was implemented, E.g. a running or jumping animation. We think by
reducing the number of joints from these animations, the result would show a less
realistic movement. This has to be taken into consideration when reducing the
number of joints because the more complex the animation is, the less opportunity
for reduction of joints is possible without losing the animation’s original purpose.
Thus, pedestrians and background characters can give opportunities for optimizing
animations because of potentially having less defining movements.

There are countless animated models that can be used to perform an experiment
like this. Since all animations are somewhat different from each other, we think
that this experiment would certainly have gotten different results if another model
was used. Unity-chan, which was the model used for this experiment, has a lot of
joints for many different significant movements; like the hair and the clothes. We
thought that a reduction in those joints would result in a much clearer noticeable
difference compared to one without the hair and clothes joints. E.g. when Unity-
chan walks, her hair sways in the air while her clothes bend corresponding to her
legs movement. However, in lower qualities, the hair starts to move noticeably more
stiff and the clothes starts to ignore collision with the legs, resulting in the clothes
’entering’ Unity-chan’s leg. This was predicted to happen and was one of the factors
to us believing it would be more noticeable to the players. Though, there has not
been a test with another model within this study. Thus making it impossible for us

17
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to say if another model, without the movable hair and clothes, would result in a more
or less noticeable difference. However, since the results show a majority that did not
even see the differences, even though the hair and clothes were reduced in quality,
we think that another model would just make it harder to detect any changes.

Participants in this study were instructed to search-and-click several light posts.
There was an average of 15.67 out of 27 clicked light posts throughout the experiment
with no one achieving a maximum score, which indicates that the difficulty set for
this experiment was generally high (see Figure 5.1 and 5.2 for reference). If the
difficulty was lowered in some form; like slower camera movement, fewer light posts
or by fixing the collision boxes of the light posts which we will go into more detail
later, we think that the participants would have noticed the reduction in quality more
often. Reason for that is because if the participant is not looking around for light
posts, the participant has more time to observe the currently played scene, which in
return would probably make the participants look with more focus on the animations.
Thus, hypothetically, resulting in a higher noticeable difference at a lower quality.
However, reducing the difficulty for this experiment would potentially affect the
selective attention for the participants, which is a key factor for this study to give
reasonable results. In conclusion, it would be most suitable to have the difficulty set
as it was, or remove the game mechanics completely and let the participants focus
entirely on the scenes themselves.

Figure 5.1: Scores from participants who detected the difference in animation quality
and the ones who did not. The Y-axis shows the number of occurrences and the X-
axis shows the score.

Distance and size of the collision boxes on the light posts can be considered a
factor metric for the performance results. The experiment displayed a village from
a pedestrian’s point of view, which in return made it possible to see through long
alleys and streets. An important purpose was to give the participants a feeling of
reality in a game-like environment. This resulted in some light posts being quite far
away from the camera, which also means that the collision boxes for that specific
light post became quite small. This all means that the contrast between the size
of the collision box from the furthest light post and the closest one was quite large.
Thus possibly increasing the difficulty of reaching a high score. A countermeasure
to this, if so needed, would be to make the collision boxes bigger if they are further
away, or simply remove the light posts that are considered too hard to hit. It is
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Figure 5.2: Average score of the participants who detected the difference in the
animations and the once who did not. The graph also shows the error bars with
standard deviation units.

unknown what the smallest possible collision box would be since there has not been
any testing on it. However, with some testing, that could possibly help to decrease
the overall difficulty, thus hopefully resulting in higher scores.

This optimization method might not be optimal for games where the player can
freely move around the world and inspect smaller details of characters. Though it
can be beneficial for game genres such as strategy, racing or any game where the
camera is in a fixed position. This is also depending on the speed and pace of the
game. Fast-paced games give less of an opportunity to inspect individual objects
and usually keeps the player focused on the task at hand.

Many games have for many years used 2D sprites to animate pedestrians, espe-
cially with crowd simulations. The reason for that is due to its low cost on perfor-
mance. However, since nowadays’ computer hardware is much more powerful than
they were several years ago, there might be a chance to try a more 3D approach for
crowd simulations. We think that with joint reduction in mind, crowd simulation in
full 3D could be plausible if the animated model is well made and animated. There
are more factors than just the animations that cost on the performance. One, for
example, is the total polycount count of the models. However, if those other factors
are considered and optimized, we know that joint reduction in animations would
benefit lesser performance costs due to a previous study conducted by the authors
of this thesis [11].

There are approximately 16 joints in the hands alone, which is almost as much
as the total joint count used for the lowest quality animation, Q4. A pedestrian in
a game is most likely not moving their hand more than back and forth. Exceptions
would be if the pedestrians are meant to hold objects. However, if the pedestrians’
purpose in a game is solely to walk from point A to point B, then those hand joints,
with at least 32 joints combined, could be removed from the animated model to
achieve a lower joint count.



The lowest quality for the animation used in this experiment was solely meant to
illustrate stiff back and forth movements of the legs and arms. This is what we see
as the lowest possible animation for something to look like it is walking. Though,
another alternative would be to try to take away even more joints. However, that
would result in an animation where the model does not move their legs or arms,
resulting in a floating model. That would hardly be called an animated model, thus
making it impractical to use in an actual game.

The habit of playing games frequently can improve the attention to detail and
make the player less overwhelmed with things happening on the screen [13]. The
three participants who saw a difference in the quality of the animation answered
that they are playing 11–15 or 16–20 hours of video games each week. This could be
a factor that helped them notice reduced animation quality. Participants that spend
less time playing video games could have easily been overwhelmed with the given
task and had to direct more of their attention toward finding and clicking the light
posts. However, there was only 14.29% who actually saw a difference, which makes
it hard to justify if this actually is true. We just hypothetically think it could be a
consideration that the amount of playtime is a factor due to related studies.

Figure 5.3: Hours spent playing video games per week for all the participants.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

To summarize, the JND of the percentage of reduction in joint count could not
be calculated due to a low rate of successful attempts of seeing an actual change in
animation quality whilst completing a task. Three out of 21 (14.29%) was not enough
to compute the JND in a reliable manner. An additional test with more participants
would have to be conducted to find the JND of a study like this. However, Q3, the
next to the lowest quality animation, showed a 100% success rate of not being noticed
as a lower quality animation. Which means a 62.26% decrease in density of joints
was not visible during this task.

Furthermore, high-quality animations are not visible to the player whilst given
a task in a game-like environment. This study shows that a reduction in animation
quality and better performance can be achieved without affecting the player’s immer-
sion or quality of experience. Thus proving that if an animation is about to be made
for the purpose of being a pedestrian walking from point A to point B, and the task
for the player is not related to this character, then the joint count can be reduced
to save computational resources. This could be useful for any game developer to
consider while making an animation.

6.2 Future Work

Eye-tracking is ever increasing in popularity due to the influence of Virtual Reality.
This study did not include any gathering of eye-tracking statistics, but it could be
beneficial for more in-depth analysis if eye-tracking was recorded due to a more
extensive area of research.

Foveated rendering is something that is currently being researched and discussed
for eye-tracking implementation for games, especially towards Virtual Reality games
[20]. Right now, foveated rendering is mostly used for optimizing the rendering for
everything that is in the periphery. If this technology further advances, it could be
possible to implement this thesis’ animation optimization together with this tech-
nique.

This thesis is restricted to only trying to find the JND between animation qualities
with different joint counts in a game-like setting and a particular task. It would be
interesting to see if those changes in quality would be perceived without the game
scenario and the task. Thus, future work would be to conduct another test where
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there are no game mechanics and where two scenes are compared side by side to try
to find the real JND.
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Appendix A
Supplemental Information

Rightful license use of Unity-chan by © UTJ/UCL. The UCL logo is additionally
clearly seen at the game application startup and on every Unity-chan related appen-
dices in this thesis.

Rightful license use of the Village Environment Pack was kindly provided by the
creator for educational purposes.

Rightful license use of Bézier Path Creator through Github’s MIT Licence.
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